Kodak Royal Paper is a premium-quality, consumer grade true photo paper designed for those who want their prints to be extraordinary.

Prints on Royal Paper exude quality, convey dynamic color and detail... and last a lifetime*. In addition, this true photo paper delivers exceptional sharpness, clarity, color reproduction, and color saturation. Pictures are crisp and bright with natural-looking skin tones. Your customers can easily identify Royal Digital Paper by its thick support, which provides durability in handling, and by its distinctive gold Kodak Royal Paper backprint. Connect with Kodak’s powerful true photo paper that allows you to command a premium price. Choose Kodak Royal Paper.

Key Features:
• Optimized for making crisp, sharp prints
• Bold, bright colors that last a lifetime
• Premium-quality base
• Distinctive gold Kodak backprint
### Features

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Features</th>
<th>Benefits</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Large color gamut; saturated colors | • Rich, bright, compelling colors  
                                  | • Vibrant greens and blues                                                 |
| Excellent flesh tone reproduction | • Natural-looking skin tones  
                                  | • True-to-life prints                                                     |
| Enhanced tone scale              | • Pleasing flesh to neutral; warm highlights  
                                  | • Fine detail in highlights and shadows                                   |
| State-of-the-art image stability | • Bold, bright colors that last a lifetime before noticeable fading in typical home display  
                                  | • Over 200 years before noticeable fading in the most common home dark storage conditions |
| Distinctive gold **Kodak** paper backprint | • Paper is manufactured to the highest standards                        |

### Availability

**Royal** Paper is available in rolls in F (glossy) and N (matt) surfaces.

### More Information

**Royal** Paper is designed for processing in **Kodak Ektacolor** Chemicals for Process RA-4 or **Kodak Ektacolor SM** Chemicals for Process RA-2SM. For **Fuji Frontier** Processors, use **Kodak Ektacolor** Processing Cartridge 111 and **Kodak Rinse Tablets**.

For more information on the full range of **Kodak Professional** Products visit [www.kodakalaris.com/go/professional](http://www.kodakalaris.com/go/professional) or contact the Kodak Alaris representative in your country.
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**Kodak Royal** backprint visibly identifies it as a paper tailored for quality results.